The seventh with prolapsus ani ; and The eighth with irritation of the bladder.
From this very slight sketch of Dr Montegre's classification, it will be perceived that he has made a thorough and perfect analysis of his subject; and that he has thus been enabled to turn the reader's attention to every particular face which the maladycan present, and to convey his instruction in the clearest and most unembarrassed simplicity. It The space to which this article is confined, necessitates the omission of many important observations. On the whole, the work forms a very well digested monograph, perfectly adapted to form part of a bo ;k of reference; and it will'prove highly interesting to those who would obtain an insight into the method in which such subjects are treated in France. It does the highest credit to Dr MontCgre's patience of research and abilities, both as a physician and as a philosopher.
